131
TOTAL ONGOING PROJECTS IN 2022

7
ONGOING PROJECTS IN 5 COUNTRIES

1
GLOBAL PROJECT

11
ONGOING PROJECTS IN 6 COUNTRIES

23
ONGOING PROJECTS IN 4 COUNTRIES

48
ONGOING PROJECTS IN 30 COUNTRIES

13
ONGOING PROJECTS IN 10 COUNTRIES

28
ONGOING PROJECTS IN 21 COUNTRIES

OUR PROJECTS 2022

SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA / NORTH AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN REGIONS

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA REGION

EUROPE REGION

SOUTH-EAST ASIA REGION

AFRICA REGION

WESTERN PACIFIC REGION
CUMULATIVE PROJECT RESULTS 2002-2022

- >24,000 Clinics established / strengthened
- >146,000 Doctors trained
- >120,000 Nurses trained
- >310,000 Other healthcare providers trained
- >50,000 Teachers trained
- >16 Million People screened for diabetes
- >14 Million Patients treated at established / strengthened clinics
- >8.8 Million People trained
- >3 Million Children and parents trained

595 Total partnership projects
35 Total fundraiser projects
70 Total advocacy platforms
WDF20 celebration in Denmark.

2022 Global Diabetes Walk, Nigeria.
2002 – 2022: WHERE DID THE MONEY GO - INTERVENTION AREAS

**PRIMARY PREVENTION PROJECTS**
address the determinants of health and diabetes risk factors

- **24%**

**ADVOCACY PLATFORMS**
raise the priority of NCD prevention and control within global, regional and national agendas

- **68%**

**CARE PROJECTS**
strengthen national health systems to sustainably improve diabetes care and prevent diabetes complications via integrated care

- **8%**
2002 – 2022: REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION

WDF has partners in more than 100 countries, and at all levels – from grassroots organisations to national, regional and global entities.

WDF supports projects that are demand-driven, locally formulated and owned, and integrated into existing health systems where possible.

For every euro provided by WDF, project partners raise approximately 2 euros in cash or as in-kind donations from other sources.

For more detail about individual WDF-supported projects, as well as distributions to intervention areas and regions, visit worlddiabetesfoundation.org

*The relatively large share of funding to Africa reflects WDF’s poverty focus.

2018 – 2022: INCOME AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES PERCENTAGE

- Income Novo Nordisk
- Income NNF
- Income other
- Administration as % of income

For more detail about individual WDF-supported projects, as well as distributions to intervention areas and regions, visit worlddiabetesfoundation.org

*The relatively large share of funding to Africa reflects WDF’s poverty focus.*
WDF was founded in 2002 as an independent foundation by Novo Nordisk A/S, and today is a leading global funder of diabetes prevention and care projects in low- and middle-income countries.

From 2002 to 2022, the WDF provided **197,7 million euros** in funding to **595 projects** in **119 countries**